AS YOU WISH.
It’s been more than a month in 2012, well done! To all those resolutions and wish lists and not
the bucket list yet. We all know that this is an ever changing world with the wink of an eye web
2.0 last year is web 3.0. Did you ever bother to keep an eye on your objectives this year or is it
that which is an apple in your eye? Let’s write down what we all think:







Loose more weight
Stop smoking
Get innovative
Socially active
Prepare well for the exams
Be good to your schoolmates/colleagues/classmates










Respect your teacher
Make new friends
Study hard
Look for a well-known career
Create a blog
Hit the Gym
Eat healthy
Get insights to become an entrepreneur

And so on….so forth…
How many of you are going to meet your goals this year and have you met them in 2011? or
have you done everything which you should do this January. The main reason for us not to
accomplish the task in the stipulated time is that we always write down which we should do-I
reiterate again `we should do’ like:





We should lose weight
We should get great grades in the exams
We should make new friends
We should be active on social media like twitter or face book



We should apply in Job portals

Here comes a great awakening to all of us - when we say `we should study’ you are
completely disassociating yourself with the task to be done. The best things to get to your
goals easily is to love what you do and say loudly “I love to study in Sasi Creative School of
Business” and probably reframe your resolutions like your bucket list:





I love to get innovative insights
I love to do ski diving
I love to do scuba diving
I love to travel and hence I need more




money
I love to help the needy
I love to get a great career

This will make a huge difference in the way you act to reach where you want to be and what if
by associating yourself with what you love to do, you will be more than what you think.
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CALCULATE YOUR WATER FOOTPRINTS
Call it ‘Cause Marketing’, Community investment or Innovation in Sustainability this is
in at the moment and gets all the business houses to talk about it.
What is sustainability?, It is the maintenance of the factors and practices that
contribute to the quality of environment on a long-termbasis.We know that economy
impacts the environment and society .A healthy living needs clean water and Many
companies are now calculating their "water footprint” which adds up the water they use
throughout the value chain. The first corporate water footprint was jointly published by
SABMiller and WWF in 2009, and since then Coca-Cola, Nestle, and UPM-Kymmene, and
others have published footprints for key product lines. However, while the problem
affects people globally, water is inherently local, so a global corporate footprint is only
so useful. What the calculation does do, however, is help companies highlight those
specific, local dangers where a low water supply could disrupt both business operations
and the surrounding community. The trend is clear globally as well. Due to rising
population, coupled with increasing demands by the agriculture and energy industries
(often referred to as the water-food-energy nexus), global demand for clean water will
outstrip supply by an average of 40 percent by 2030. While this reality poses grave risks
to thousands of communities, it is also the driver of a daunting, and often confusing,
economic dilemma which businesses must prepare for. It’s time for companies
operating in the many dry regions around the world to equip themselves with the tools
and mindset they need to navigate this new normal.
While access to water has been
recognized as a basic human right, it is
also increasingly clear to see that it is a
commodity — a resource in high
demand that should be valued according
to
its
supply.

But for such a transparent substance, water's economics are anything but
clear. Water is one of the world's most glaring commercial anomalies, with a price
reflecting nothing more than the costs to extract and distribute it. The value is exempt
from the ebb and flow of the market. Even as demand vastly outpaces supply, the
market price is as static as a boulder in stream.
With such imprecision in the marketplace, companies must take it upon
themselves to identify long term risks, quantifying the true value of water in
order to steer clear of long-term hazards.
‘What if’ Business corporations integrate corporate social responsibility in all their
ventures and this will nurture the monetary system and the society we live-in.

Do you need innovation or creativity?
What is it? A white space where you can make your own canvas in multicolour’s, is that
creativity? Or refers to the phenomenon whereby a person creates something new (a product,
a solution, a work of art, a novel, a joke, etc.) that has some kind of value. What counts as "new"
may be in reference to the individual creator, or to the society or domain within which the
novelty occurs. What counts as "valuable" is similarly defined in a variety of ways.

Innovation is the creation of better or more effective products, processes, technologies,
or ideas that are accepted by markets, governments, and society. Innovation differs
from invention in that innovation refers to the use of a new idea or method, whereas invention
refers more directly to the creation of the idea or method itself.
A leading expert john Kao on business innovation has a radical prescription for any
company serious about growth: Play harder.
John Kao thinks you need to play on the job. "When people use the word play in a
business context, it sounds kind of frivolous, but being playful is very much the source of
new ideas," says Kao, author of Innovation Nation and chairman of the global Institute for
Large Scale Innovation.
Kao, a jazz pianist who once played with Frank Zappa and the Mothers of Invention
before going on to create executive and MBA programs in innovation at Harvard Business
School, says entrepreneurs can learn a lot about the creative process by listening to jazz
music.
The challenge is do you have it? .There is a great understanding of looking at the idea in
context and willing to go the extra miles to get the results and here are few examples:
Keep moving. Allow failure and migration to be part of your practice.
Ask stupid questions. Assess the answer, not the question.
Capture accidents. The wrong answer sometimes is the right one in search of a different
question.
Motivation research shows that we are more creative when we are driven, not by the external
reward or result, but by the enjoyment or challenge of the experience itself. This allows for
freewheeling brainstorming without the fear of failure.

The real challenge is you need innovation or creativity and “Innovative” is an “external”
word. It can be measured. This is an interesting debate though I would like to add more on
innovation and how structured approach can enhance your vision and thoughts on my next
article and till then watch this interview where Edward de bono signifies each
one...http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWM1PK2XrJ4
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DO YOU NEED INNOVATION OR CREATIVITY ?(PART-II)
Is this article a sequel to my previous one
(do you need Innovation or creativity?); you
bet the debate on creativity vs. innovation is
more interesting than a sci-fi movie.

As I begin to write-I ask myself various
questions and vaguely figure out the
answers as Creativity without value is
called crazivity!Your new idea must be
aligned to your customer’s needs and your
business goals. Have you got that in place?
Do you have that in you to drive this …..?I
always think that you need to have some
magic to be like the great business leaders.
In reality there is nothing special about
people who create history. They know how
to master and structure their thinking to
achieve the business objective with their
key player’s want s in mind:
1. Always think about what your
customers want and devise a plan to
satisfy them.
2. Organisations must adopt a creative
culture which emphasizes on bringing
new ideas.
3. Creativity is at its best when you have
limited resources.
4. Trust your gut.
5. Creativity can survive compromise
too…
And innovation happens when
creative something is of value.

your

Example on innovation
The EduRep project (The Netherlands
The Netherlands (Kemp de Heer,
Kennisnet) presented the EduRep project
(Educational Repositories Network), a
single uniform search interface for teaching
materials developed by Kennisnet. The
interface will use a harvesting protocol that
can search different databases. Search
queries can be entered through one central
website or the harvesting protocol can be
installed on a particular school’s ELO
(‘electronic learning environment’) through
which enquiries can be conducted. This is
specific useful for teachers as they can find
easily educational resources on places they
normally use, like in an Electronic Learning
Environment or Intranet. They do not have
to go the different portals and websites.
The originality of this project is in
exemplifying that technology in itself does
not have to be an innovation to be
innovatively used. What is more important
is the actual use of the technology and more
specifically the services built around
Edurep. The role of content suppliers, the
intermediate users and the role of the endusers as well as the relationship between
each other as a mechanism for content
distribution is innovative as they can
connect via one platform.
Furthermore,
the
system
uses
acknowledged
standards,
manages
intellectual property rights issues and is
easy to use.
Conclusion:
Without creativity there is no innovation
and that is the need of the hour.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CLYS
tYPjkGo

Effective communication is information now.
Can you doodle me? Google me or just tweet me. Gone are the days where information was got
through high efforts or based on the flight skills of a pigeon. What we have now is a click or
touch on compact gadgets. Trendy I phone users see Android users as geeks.
Your desirability can be measured by the friends you have and the number of likes on face book.
There is great innovation of how information is passed and received .Communicating the
information to people is the real challenge at the moment as you share them everywhere like
facebook, twitter, stumbleupon, LinkedIn.
Effective facts shared amongst the wrong community or too much is considered as
misinformation. Marketing practitioners are constantly researching to get maximum outreach.
As I write about this more. I wanted to highlight some insights on how you can use social media
or any exchange of facts effectively:
Define your goals:
What’s the key objective of your communication and what you want to achieve through this
message

Identify your Target audience:
Location. By city, state, province, or country.
Demographics. By age range, gender, language or marital status (you can even target users
based on their birthdays).
Likes and interests. For example, if I indicate on my profile that I enjoy reading. Company that
sells books would benefit for including that term in their ad campaign.
Education and work. You can direct your campaign to students in a specific college or people
with a particular level of education.
Patterns of their thoughts and exchange of ideas
Create your message: After you have step 1 and step2.

Online marketing tools:
Blogging:
A blog is a type of website or part of a website supposed to be updated with new content from
time to time. Blogs are usually maintained by an individual with regular entries of commentary,
descriptions of events, or other material such as graphics or video. Entries are commonly
displayed in reverse-chronological order. Blog can also be used as a verb, meaning to maintain
or add content to a blog.
Social media: Social media are online communications in which individuals shift fluidly and
flexibly between the role of audience and author. To do this, they use social software that
enables anyone without knowledge of coding, to post, comment on, share or mash up content
and to form communities around shared interests.(face b book, twitter LinkedIn
Twitter is an online social networking and micro blogging service that enables its users to send
and read text-based posts of up to 140characters, informally known as "tweets".
Earlier people were not aware of the problems of the environment. Forums were not present to
resolve the matters. Now the issues are transparent and people are constantly finding solutions
to make it better. The access of knowledge and study has aided people to enhance the business
and biological ecosystem live-able.

“EMPOWER THE PROVIDER”
1758-1900’S BROUGHT IN SIGNIFICANCE TO AGRICULTURE WHERE FARMING WAS THE
PRINCIPAL OCCUPATION OF ANY FAMILY . THE PROVIDERS ARE NOT GETTING ENOUGH
ATTENTION NOW!
THE WORLD OVER- CALORIE INTAKE HAS INCREASED FROM 2250 K C AL IN 1961 TO 2800 K
CAL IN 2000. GLOBAL ECONOMIC MELTDOWN IMPACTS THE ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES
AS WELL . THE PRESENT SETTING NEEDS A QUICK FIX ON THE ECOSYSTEM . WHILE I
INVESTIGATE MY THOUGHTS FURTHER , NOTHING COULD STOP ME FROM LOOKING AT THE
FATIGUED EYES OF A FARMER .

THE ‘C ROP PRODUCER ’ HAS HUGE PROBLEMS TO TACKLE:

THE FARMER HAS TO PAY HIGH WAGES FOR LABOR .
ORGANIC FARMING GIVES A LOW YIELD IN ASIAN
COUNTRIES (INDIA, CHINA ...).
CHEMICAL FARMING -DAMAGE THE SOIL.

AMERICAN AGRONOMISTS APPLY INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES - BUZZ, TELEMATICS THOUGH
WATER AVAILABILITY , AND LIVESTOCK FEEDING AND CLIMATIC CONDITIONS ADD MORE
ANXIETY FOR MANY CROP SCIENTISTS IN AMERICA. 21% OF I NDIAN GROSS DOMESTIC
PROFITS ARE FROM THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR . HOWEVER, IS PASSIVE. I NDIAN
CULTIVATORS HAVE TO BE EDUCATED TO INTRODUCE NEW TECHNIQUES OF CROPPING .
NATURAL FARMING IS COMPARATIVELY LOW IN PRODUCTION DESPITE THE GRAND INPUTS .
KNOWLEDGE HAS TO BE INSTALLED INTO THE TRADITIONAL SYSTEM OF RURAL GOVERNANCE ,
EMPOWER THE FARMERS TO IMPLEMENT THE EVER EVOLVING BIOTECHNOLOGY , WHICH CAN
BRING IN ENORMOUS MONETARY CHANGES TO THIS PART OF THE WORLD .
‘WHAT IF ’ SMALL FARMERS MAKE BIG ENTREPRENEURS AND WILL AWARD US IN RETURN
THE PERFECTLY BALANCED FLORA AND FAUNA TO INHABIT . THE ECOLOGICAL BALANCE IS
SUPERB ! ON THIS NOTE-T AKE A DEEP BREATH ! AND INHALE ADEQUATE QUANTITIES OF
OXYGEN FROM THE COCONUT FARMS AND ECHO THE RUSTIC HEROES “I NNOVATORS."
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HOW TO GET THE JOB YOU WANT
Are you a desperate Job Seeker in this funny economy? Which is making changes everyday?
Don’t worry! You are on the right path. The equation of demand=supply and supply=demand is
still confusing in this job market. We are all overwhelmed with so many job portals like
monster,Naukri and so on…Despite millions of people looking forward to get placed, there seem
to be some who can get what they want. How do they do it?-They are very innovative in their
approach towards giving their career a full throttle.
What are you waiting for? Take the action right now to get the job you desire:


Craft your resume with the current trends in mind.



2012 has got all our buzzwords out of the window. Avoid these Buzz words which
you normally use in your resume:
1. Creative

2. Organizational
3. Effective
4. Extensive experience

5. Track record
6. Motivated
7. Innovative
8. Problem solving
9. Communication skills
10. Dynamic


Always give examples how you can be productive in the organization



You have to be more different now more than ever in highlighting your skills and



‘Career objective’ is really not required now in your resume rather give an insight
of how you have managed business scenarios or your school projects.



Polish your writing and editing as each organization have their websites and blogs
and constantly need business managers with good knowledge.



Open a forum where you can discuss your ideas to the industry experts and share
their expertise on dealing with clients, consumers and customers.

Conclusion: Be precise and Keep it simple!
What if if you harness the discussed skills in this article and get the break which you deserve to
make a better life.
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Innovation in job creation....
Google+ is an identity
service,
Apple’s
omnipotence.
The present Maslow’s
theory:
Sigh! Sigh! We are
caught up in a webbyweb when do we loosen
up a little bit, as I
investigate my thoughts
further, I can’t stop thinking about the unemployment problem world over. Talented executives
who have given up on job searches still call themselves consultants and work occasionally for a

fraction

of

their

previous

salaries.

We can careercounsel people all
we want about
how to find jobs,
but

the

true

national challenge
now is how to
create jobs. The
private sector, and
particularly
smaller businesses,
is the ultimate
engine
of
job
creation, but even
the best engine
needs to tune-up.

Man power recruitment group recommends Blueprint for Jobs in the 21st Century: A Vision for
a Competitive Human Resource Policy for the American Workforce,” guides lawmakers and
institutions through the most critical forces shaping job growth in the country, offering
recommendations on education, workforce development, immigration, regulatory reform, and
health care. In its entirety, the blueprint maps the restoration of job growth and
competitiveness in the U.S.
Swan will speak on a panel about specific blueprint recommendations and also highlight fresh
findings from Manpower Group’s global research that affirm indicators of today’s Human Age,
such as a chronic talent shortage, are driving the need for greater public-private collaboration in
the effort to create jobs and the right training for existing workers and untapped talent.
http://www.recruitingtrends.com/manpowergroup-advocates-for-master-us-job-creation.

Corporate guidelines must have joint ventures to support the small entrepreneurs and
collaborate with non-profit organisations. Every big corporation must actively involve them and
benefit the society in creating jobs. Imagine a national partnership in which big companies
pledge to enhance the capabilities of domestic suppliers by providing mentors, investment
capital, opportunities in export markets and use of offices abroad, and even insurance benefits
as part of a larger pool.
Getting more people in the entrepreneurial habit earlier in life can help jump-start jobs. Microfinance is not the answer for everyone, and it can seem small and inefficient. But helping
neighbourhood businesses expand even modestly can contribute to job creation. Rather than
being job-seekers, people can be encouraged to be job-creators.
`What if ‘small entrepreneurs find innovative jobs to make a business ecosystem with more
opportunities?

Make your investments early
According to Maslow - The fundamental needs for any human to function are food, shelter and
clothing. We have come of an age where we look beyond these and some of us have reached self
actualization which is almost the last part of Maslow’s theory.
Indian economy is dynamic that it can withstand the fiscal deficits of the world. It is easy to
hustle, hustle and accumulate your wealth; it can get overwhelming to save them. There are
umpteen banks at your doorstep. Investing in the right basket is very tough.
Students who can become potential investors must be taught from school about putting your
money right. Parents and teachers must award them in return for their creative ideas of
managing their funds. The International fund houses or banks prefer Indians to offer their credit
as the typical desi attitude is making the payments on time. We can focus on our strengths and
build a perfect future and give ideas to the young minds on retirement plan, mutual funds
and children savings plan.HDFC, Reliance to name a few has come up with funds suiting each
one’s objective . http://www.moneycontrol.com/mutualfundindia/
`What if’ these youths come up with breakthrough monetary policies and India has enough
percapita income to boost its gross domestic product and inflation will never be an issue. The
borrowings come down and there could be more Indians residing in the country rather than
elsewhere.
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W ORD -OF -MOUTH DOES THE TRICK .
15 million views on YouTube, CNN says “Best song of 2011”, Billion shares on Face book. You
got that right! `Why this kolaveri di’, studying creative business at Sasi Creative School of
Business, You want your marketing acumen at its best. I can read Innumerable questions
in all of your minds ‘whether this virus with billion views’ is doable! or absolute magic? To crack
the code right- what could be the tactics to make this a huge hit? Looking back from Nov 14th
2011 chronologically:
Step 1:
November 14th
Sony music tie-up with the movie 3
Step 2:
November 15th
Invited fans to music launch and simultaneously pushed fans to face book page
Step 3:
November 16th- Word-of mouth does the trick!
Intrigue-Play-Share
Video uploaded at midnight creates intrigue in twitter with all the media biggies tweeting
@why this kolaveri di
Monitoring the outcome of events, viral marketing is done with good planning and did not
happen in a day. The song gained it’s visibility after sometime, however when the actors started
tweeting about the song and Big B recommends the song, was spreading like fire.
The movie Ra.one spent 16 million only for online marketing though did not impact
much. Ra.one failed to measure its objectives despite spending more. It’s not how big you
invest to pull your marketing strategy, what matters is to get to your target audience at
the right time and Ra.one did not work on its word-of –mouth.
Kolaveri was universally liked and shared as they had subtitle in English . The marketing
campaign paid attention to its delivery as well:




Connected better-Language easily understood since the subtitles are in English.
The emotion of the song relates well with everyone, Hence the outreach is more.
Kept it simple so that the virus could reach everywhere which can be easily
shared and liked.

`What if’ with these insights, you begin to think that building a reputation and getting
everyone to talk about the same as …….I want to hear that loud! Yes it’s word-of-mouth!

SOCIAL INNOVATION IS THE DEAL.
It’s a green world! My eco-imagination is reality. The need is ‘Social Innovation’ which
will find creative ways to resolve various issues such as Global warming, Hunger,
Unemployment and many more.

This century reckons focusing on community investment and a great transition for nextgeneration ideas to a better society. The soap operas change into an organic natural
element which will enhance the environment. This fresh aura invigorates in me to
contribute my bit to help these innovators in sustainability and some eco-friendly tips
to start off:

1. Leave the car at home and use the bus, bike, train, or walk.
2. Turn off all non-essential electrical appliances (this means the TV, video,
computer and mobile phone) -you can do it for just one day.
3. Buy a packet of seeds and plant some herbs to grow on the kitchen window sill
or re-seed the lawn.
4. Buy some lemon juice and use it to clean your floor and bathroom (it’s great on
lime scale, and for polishing mirrors).
5. Cook a whole meal from scratch – buy local fresh ingredients and see how
creative you can be without opening a can or pack.
6. Have a shower instead of a bath.
7. Treat yourself to a good book and take the day off for some ‘me’ time, read, take a
leisurely walk and spoil you.
8. Pledge to replace your light bulbs with low energy ones.
9. Fill a plastic bag with water, tie the top off & place in your loo cistern to save an
extra litre or so when you flush.
10. Buy a native fruit tree to plant in your garden.

‘What if’ every inhabitant adopts a new way of living which will protect the biosphere
and the leaders of business eco-system bring in the best quality of life to its
stakeholders, customers and you and me?
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TAKE YOUR PICK SOON.
Banking, Health, Hospitality and Entertainment which do you prefer? I would say take
your pick soon and move to the right industry or get innovative to be part of the change
you want to make for you. How do you take the first step towards your career, There is no
magic but to get creative to make your resume which we learnt to make in my previous
article “How to get the job you want” Now that your resume is done and has got you the
interview which you were waiting for then what? How do you ace that interview and
sweep your interviewer off his feet?

ESSENTIAL TOOLS TO HAVE FOR THE INTERVIEW OR THE BASIC ONES ARE:


Always maintain eye contact with the interviewer



Switch off your mobile phones



Firm Handshake

ANSWER ALL YOUR WHAT-IF’S BEFORE YOUR GO FOR AN INTERVIEW:
Question: Tell me about yourself

Answer: Let it be very short, crisp, be more realistic in your answer and relevant to the
job you applied for.
Question: What change could you bring to the organisation?
Answer: If the job is more demanding technically -You can relate your technical skills and
how would you innovate for the organization.
Knowledge base skills/Management/Marketing positions-You can relate your leadership
skills and knowledge based skills and give examples to solve a crisis or employee
relations.
The answers what you give must be supported with facts and figures and what if you
think you have no experience then...focus on your acquired skills from your school
project. The first impression must be something which sells your best qualities to the
hiring manager or the interviewer.
We all think about how to manage the hiring manager ,have you thought about asking the
employer some information about the organization and here goes what you can ask the
employer to keep your interview running smooth:






What’s the biggest change your group has gone through in the last year? Does your
group feel like the recession is over and things are getting better, or are things
still pretty bleak?
If I get the job, how do I earn a “gold star” on my performance review? What are
the key accomplishments you’d like to see in this role over the next year?
What’s your (or my future boss’) leadership style?
About which competitor are you most worried?
What type of industry / functional / skills-based experience and background are
you looking for in the person who will fill this position? What would the “perfect”
candidate look like?

You can add further - what best could I do to be your perfect employee… what could I say
more…work on your skill sets and get set go…
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`Think different’

There could be so many things we could do in different ways and the one thing, which sets us
apart, is the challenge? As I begin to write this article, I feel sorry for the techno-lovers of the
world that will miss Steve Jobs terribly.
The new Apple Iphone4s mesmerizes me just like all of you. There is a great deal of strategic
thinking in the way Apple communicates and Jobs has been appreciated for his marketing
acumen, and he brought in changes even to the advertising world with his ad campaign` Think
different’. Apple had an apple's eye on the virtual assistant Siri several years ago. When it
launched its PC in 1987, it had an application called knowledge navigator apparently has the
same operations like Siri, which is the most attractive feature in the IPHONE 4s launched on
October 4. This is creating a lot of hype online, and it makes us to wonder how could apple
think of virtual assistant decades ago? Apple knows to market their innovative technology and
intrigue its audience by leaving all of us with so many questions- will there be a face book
application though you can stack up your news like a library to read it later, and it has a high
pixel camera that is better than your cannon.
The challenge is not only bringing in innovation in product and effectively marketing it too...!
Innovation in marketing is like what the great Steve jobs quoted “I think if you do something,
and it turns out pretty good, then you should go do something else wonderful, not dwell
on it for too long. Just figure out what’s next.”

